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WELCOME TO ST GEORGE
St George is a proud Australian
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innovation and quality that spans

almost 50 years.

Our success now extends to
markets abroad as well as at home,
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forefront of appliance excellence.

The elegant simplicity of
St George designs, combined with

high performance features,
will remain contemporary
for many years to come.
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KNOWING YOUR ST GEORGE SINGLE OVEN AND/OR WALL OVEN

St George
UEOM7 Single Oven & WEOM7 Oven with Grill

1 KNOWING YOUR ST GEORGE SINGLE OVEN AND/OR WALL OVEN
Your new St George Appliance will serve you for many years if you follow the guidelines within this booklet.
The guidelines assist you in achieving the "Best Cooking Results" from your appliance together with simple
cleaning recommendations.

1.1 Features & Benefits of the Appliance
Sleek styling and a range of cooking options is combined in your St George Single and Wall Oven. The extra
large - 93 litre - oven allows you to cook complete meals for the whole family.
The control panel features a 24 hour electronic clock and an independent timer, useful for timing household
activities.
There is a sensor in the rear wall of the ovens. If overheating occurs (at approx. 300'C), the safety shut down
mechanism switches off the element.

1.2 Cleaning Made Simple
Cleaning the oven is made simple with the St George high quality vitreous enamel oven interior liner. The oven
and grill doors easily lift off for better access while cleaning, as do the shelves and shelf side assemblies.
In addition an Optional Self Clean Oven Liner Kit is available as an accessory which catalyses the fats so that
it burns and flakes to the oven floor. A quick brush out when the oven is cool is all that's required.

1.3 Oven Function Modes
The Multifunction modes offered with this Oven are:-

Normal Cooking
Fan Forced
Fan Grilling
Grilling
Def rost

The Lower compartment of the WEOM model offers a dual zone variable heat Grilling facility.
1.4 Manual and Automatic Settings

The oven offers a 24 hour electronic programmable clock which allows for manual operation or allows the user
to pre-select cooking times, giving you freedom to "cook from a distance". (NB: The automatic programmed
cooking operates the Oven only).
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KNOWING YOUR ST GEORGE SINGLE OVEN

1.5 Accessories
Shelf Levels Grill Pan & Rack
(The 6 shelf levels assure the (Acts as an extra shelf and the pan is coated with vitreous enamel for
optimal use of the 93 litre oven) long life and easy cleaning)

Separate Grill Compartment (WEOM only)

Self Clean Oven Liners
(Optional Extra - great to alleviate extra cleaning
requirements).
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USING THE APPLIANCE FOR THE FIRST TIME

2. USING THE APPLIANCE FOR THE FIRST TIME

After installation all adhesive labels (other than grill warning labels), advertising, tape, etc., should be immediately
removed. A quick diluted wash with Ammonia and water should rinse away any adhesive residue. After cleaning
make sure cleaned surfaces are thoroughly rinsed.

Before cooking in the appliance an initial pre-heat is required. The first time you heat up the oven (or grill) a
fine oil film on the elements and surface will be given off as smoke. This is a normal action and the oil may be
removed by the following procedure:-

1. Set the Clock Timer for manual operation of the oven (see section 3 for control panel operation
instructions).

2. Set the oven temperature to 1 8000.

3. With the oven door closed, leave the oven on for approximately one hour or until the smoke has
disappeared.

4. For the WE01M model, with the grill door open, set the grill control to Hi for the full grill range and leave
on for at least 20 minutes or until the smoke has disappeared.

After completing the above make sure all controls are set to off. The oven is now ready for cooking and grilling.
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CONTROL PANEL OPERATION

3. CONTROL PANEL OPERATION

3.1 Setting Up

The time of day is displayed in digital 24 hour format (e.g. 18:00 is 6:00 pm).

When power is first applied the display flashes 0:00 and "AUTO" alternatively. The cooking time C~ and stop
time 0 buttons must first be pressed together to cancel power-up mode and place the unit in suspended
operation mode. In suspended operation mode the currently set time of day will be displayed and the "AUTO"
indicator will flash.

The time of day, manual operation mode or automatic operation mode can now be set.

3.2 Setting The Time of Day

The time of day can be set at any time by pressing and holding the cooking time E~ and stop time 03 buttons
together. Once pressed the C~ and 03 buttons can be released and the time can then be set by pressing the
- or .buttons within 3 seconds of releasing the E.~ and 0 buttons. The selected time will be set within
3 seconds after releasing the - or .. buttons. The unit will then commence timing from the selected time on
the display.

NOTE: If the unit is in automatic mode, resetting the time of day will cancel any automatic settings in memory and
place the unit in suspended operation mode.

3.3 Manual Operation

Pressing the manual button '0 at any time after set-up (see 3.1 above) will cancel any automatic setting in
memory and allow the unit to be used manually. The 8 indicator will be displayed to show manual operation
has been set.
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CONTROL PANEL OPERATION

3.4 Setting The Alarm Timer

The alarm timer can be used independently of other clock functions. Very handy for letting you know when to
turn food, when basting is required or when a batch of food (when cooking multiple batches) is ready without
interrupting the oven operation. The alarm timer is also very useful for timing other household activities.

The alarm timer can be set by pressing and holding the alarm timer Cy button. Once pressed the display will
change to 0:00 and the alarm time can then be set by pressing the .. or .buttons. The 'a symbol will be
displayed to show an alarm time has been set. The selected alarm time will be set within 4 seconds after last
releasing all buttons and the time of day will be displayed.

The alarm timer can be cancelled by re-setting the alarm time to 0:00. The Z symbol will no longer be displayed
and the display will revert back to the time of day.

Pressing the alarm timer button during timing will display the remaining time for 3 seconds after which the display
will revert back to the time of day. Once the alarm time has elapsed the alarm will sound. Pressing any of the
four left hand buttons will cancel the alarm and the LI indicator will no longer be displayed. if not manually
cancelled the alarm will automatically cancel after 5 minutes.

NOTE: Whilst the alarm time is displayed, pressing the -~ or . buttons will change the alarm time setting. If the manual
button is pressed to cancel any alarms, any automatic settings in memory will be cancelled and the unit will
be set for manual operation.



CONTROL PANEL OPERATION

ELECTRIC CLOCK MODEL WEOM-7

2 2

Timer Start Stop Reset -
Fan Fan -4 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 Grilnou a Oven 20*0
Normal ~~~I~~o~~~I00 Hi Hi

Oven 150

Mode Oven 0G Grill

3.5 Mode Switch

This switch selects the mode of cooking you require and may be turned in either direction to give you the
following selections:

Off
Defrost
Fan Oven
Normal Oven (conventional oven)
Fan Grill
Grill

The oven illumination lamp - positioned in the left hand side of the oven will remain on at all times while the
oven is in operation. This provides an extra safety precaution to indicate that the oven has been left on.

3.6 Oven Temperature Control

This control allows you to select your required cooking temperature which will be maintained during operation.
Turn the control clockwise to switch power on and select your required temperature. An indicator light will show
when the oven is heating and will cycle on and off with the control as the temperature is maintained. The indicator
light will operate when any oven mode with temperature control is used (i.e. Fan Oven, Normal Oven and Fan
Grill).

Turning the control anti-clockwise to the off position switches each oven off.
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CONTROL PANEL OPERATION

MODEL UEOM-7

250

Tinmer Start Stop Reset % W~
FanFa* * Grill Oe

Normnal I 100 6 4
Oven 150
Mode Oven 'C Grill

3.7 Grill Control

UEOM
With the mode switch set to Grill, this control selects the heat desired for grilling. The control may be turned in
either direction to your required setting.

WEOM
Grilling in the oven is controlled by setting the mode switch to Grill. The speed of cooking may be varied by
altering the grill pan and rack positions.

The separate grill control is used to select the heat desired for grilling in the grill compartment only. The control
may be turned in either direction to your required setting. The separate grill has two heating zones, an inner
zone which can be used independently, or the full settings which operate the entire grilling area.
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DESCRIPTION OF COOKING MODES

4. DESCRIPTION OF COOKING MODES

4.1 Defrost

This mode offers a healthy and clean means of defrosting frozen foods. Rather than leaving foods in the open
air the food can be placed in the oven and defrosted without heat, reducing the likelihood of growing bacteria.

4.2 Fan Oven

In this mode the oven fan circulates heat from an element concealed behind the fan cover to give a more even
temperature throughout the oven. This allows more than one tray of food to be cooked at the same time with
similar cooking results.

4.3 Normal Oven

In this traditional mode the oven heat is provided by the outside ring of the top oven element and a concealed
element under the oven base and is most suitable when cooking on one rack only.

4.4 Fan Grill

In this mode the direct infrared heat from the grill element is combined with heat being circulated by the fan to
cook the food which should be positioned near the centre of the oven. This gives the appearance and flavour
similar to food cooked in a rotisserie.

4.5 Grill (in oven)

This mode uses the infrared heat of the top inner element to grill foods to your requirement. For the WEOM
model, this oven grilling facility is additional to the separate grill in the lower compartment.

4.6 Grill in Lower Compartment (1VEOM model only)

In this mode the heat is supplied by a Full or Half grill facility. This compartment allows for variable heat control.

4.7 Automatic Programmed Cooking

Only the oven can be set to turn on and off automatically. The automatic settings mode is generally used when
cooking is left unattended.

NOTE: Automatic cooking is available in the oven only and is suitable only for Defrost, Fan Oven and Normal Oven
modes.



COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5. COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.1 Preheating

Preheating the oven is not essential, but often you will achieve better results if you do.

Some foods, for example cakes and pastry, are better cooked in a preheated oven. Other foods, for example
casseroles, cook just as well when cooked in a non-preheated oven.

To preheat the oven:

1 . Set the mode required for preheating (Normal Oven, Fan Oven or Fan Grill).

2. Set the oven to the desired temperature.

PREHEATING GUIDE (for 18000 setting)
Cooking Mode Preheat time (mins)

Normal Oven 25-30

Fan Oven 15-20

Fan Grill 15-20

For your cooking convenience use Fan Oven or Fan Grill modes for fast, efficient preheating of the main oven.

Please note that any food or other cooking utensils placed in the oven during preheating will affect the preheating
time. The preheat time may also vary with installations.

WARNING: When using an alternative cooking mode for faster preheat, be sure to turn the cooking mode to your
required setting before placing food in the oven.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.2 Defrost

This mode offers a healthy and clean means of defrosting frozen foods which reduces the likelihood of growing
bacteria. Thawing is achieved by the circulation of air in the oven. The oven does not provide any heat on this
setting.

All foods may be defrosted using this method but it is especially good for meat and fish fillets and delicate
frozen foods such as cream cheesecakes, gateaux and cakes with icing or frosting.

Using Defrost Mode

1. Adjust oven shelves to correct position (this mode is most effective when food is placed near the centre

of the oven.

2. Select Defrost on the mode switch.

3. When defrosting is complete, turn the mode switch to the off position to turn the oven off.

NOTE: A temperature cannot be set when Defrost mode is selected.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.3 Fan Oven

Fan forced ovens are designed to circulate heat to provide more even temperatures throughout the oven.
Although temperatures for cooking foods in this type of oven are generally the same as required by a conventional
oven, when cooking foods that require lengthy cooking cycles a fan forced oven normally cooks more quickly
thus providing a means of saving energy (e.g. rich fruit cakes and large meat joints).

This mode is an exceptional method of cooking and provides more even cooking throughout each portion of
food, whether using one shelf or multiple shelves.

Recommendation of fan cooking with fan filter in place

A filter is provided to fit over the fan cover at the back of the oven. This filter assists in keeping the blades of
the fan clear of excess fats whilst cooking - particularly when fan grilling or roasting in fan oven mode. The
filter can simply be removed after use for easy cleaning. The fan blades should be periodically cleaned to ensure
the fan operates efficiently.

When the filter is positioned over the fan, the air movement of the fan is altered and may produce slightly different
cooking results. If you are familiar with other ovens, especially those with conventional cooking only, be prepared
to alter cooking times as your St George oven may cook differently to what you may be accustomed.

Using Fan Oven Mode

1.~ Adjust oven shelves to desired position/s.

2. Select Fan Oven on mode switch.

3. Set the Oven Temperature Control to the desired temperature,

4. When cooking is complete turn the oven temperature control and mode switch to the off positions to

turn the oven off.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.4 Normal Oven

The general rule for baking positions in the electric oven is to arrange the shelves so the top of the food is in
the centre of the oven. This is usually the second or third shelf position from the bottom.

The normal cooking mode is most suitable for cooking on one rack at a time. If cooking more than one item,
stagger the positioning to allow for as much free circulation of heat within the oven as possible.

Using Normal Oven Mode

1 . Adjust oven shelves to desired position/s.

2. Seiect Normal Oven on mode switch.

3. Set the Oven Temperature Control to the desired temperature.

4. When cooking is complete turn off the oven temperature control and mode switch to the off positions to
turn the oven off.

HINT: If water is used in your cooking (such as water placed in a baking dish) the water will evaporate in the oven in
the form of steam which may cause condensation to escape and run down the front of your appliance. This
should not cause any problem to your appliance (electrical or otherwise) however it is advisable to wipe away
the condensation from the exterior of the oven with a warm damp cloth during cooking.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.5 Fan Grill

Fan grilling is a combination of direct heat and circulated hot air which gives the appearance and flavour similar
to rotisserie cooking.

The heat comes from the grill element in the top of the oven and circulated air from the fan. With the benefit of
the circulated air, more even cooking can be achieved giving excellent results. The Fan Grill mode has been
developed to replace grilling with the door open. This method of cooking has the following advantages over
conventional grilling:-

1. Food is generally more moist.
2. Improved rotisserie style flavour,
3. Cooking fumes from grilling pass through oven vent.

For improved cooking results, St George recommend turning food once only.

Using Fan Grill Mode

1. OVEN DOOR MUST BE CLOSED IN Fan Grill MODE.

2. Place food on grill rack and pan supplied (ensure grill rack is inverted to the high position to allow best
circulation of air).

3. Place grill pan on shelf carrier such that the food is positioned as close as possible to the centre of the
oven.

4. Select Fan Grill on mode switch.

5. Set Oven Temperature Control to desired temperature.

6. When cooking is complete turn the oven temperature control and mode switch to the off positions to
turn the oven off.

WARNING: The grill pan handle provided should only be used to assist in sliding the grill pan in and out of the oven
compartments. AT NO TIME MAY IT BE USED FOR LIFTING THE GRILL PAN, ESPECIALLY WHEN
THE PAN IS LADEN WITH FOOD.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.6 Grill (in oven)

This mode of cooking uses the infrared heat of the top element to cook foods to your requirements. For the
WEOM model, the cooking can be varied by lowering or raising the grill pan and rack position in the oven.

This method of grilling in the oven is recommended for short durations (5 minutes of less) grilling only
which is ideal for toasting (see note below). Foods with higher fat content or foods which require more
than 5 minutes grilling time must be grilled using the Fan Grill mode. The Fan Grill mode has been developed
to generally replace grilling with the door open (see 5.5 for details on Fan Grill mode.)

When in Grill mode the oven door should be closed. If the door is not closed, discolouration may occur to
the control panel. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE OVEN Grill MODE IS NOT OPERATED WHEN RESIDUAL
HEAT REMAINS IN THE OVEN.

Using Oven Grill Mode

1 . Commence grilling from a cold oven only.

2. Place food on grill rack and pan supplied (use grill rack in low position).

3. Place grill pan on shelf carrier position of your preference.

4. Select Grill on mode switch.

5. For the UEOM model, select the heat desired for grilling using the Grill control.
For the WEOM model, the oven has a preset temperature for the Grill mode. The oven and grill controls
cannot override this preset temperature.

6. When cooking is complete:-
For the UEOM model turn mode switch and grill control to the off position to turn the grill off.
For the WEOM model turn the mode switch to the off position to turn the grill off.

NOTE: The grill element has a safety shutdown at approximately 2000C. Once the temperature in the oven has reached
this limit the element will switch off until the oven cools slightly at which time the elements will resume heating.
(This temperature is generally reached after approximately 10 minutes).

WARNING: The grill pan handle provided should only be used to assist in sliding the grill pan in and out of the oven
compartments. AT NO TIME MAY IT BE USED FOR LIFTING THE GRILL PAN, ESPECIALLY WHEN
THE PAN IS LADEN WITH FOOD.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.7 Grilling in Lower Compartment (WEOM model only)

The elements in the lower compartment allow a choice of two grilling zones. The full mode uses two elements
to provide full area heating of the grill compartment. The half mode uses a centre element to provide heat to
the central area of the grill compartment. Both modes have a full range of heat settings from Lo to Hi.

Using the Grill in Lower Compartment

1 . DOOR MUST BE FULLY OPEN AT ALL TIMES DURING GRILLING.

2. Place food on grill pan and rack supplied (use grill rack in either low or high position to your preference).

3. Place grill pan on shelf carrier.

4. Select the heating area (half or full) and the heat desired for grilling using the Grill control.

5. When a grilling heat is selected the grill indicator light will glow continuously.

6. When cooking is complete, turn the Grill control to the off position.

NOTE: The Grill control of the WEOM model operates independently of the mode switch and must be in the off position
for the grill to be off.

WARNING: The grill pan handle provided should only be used to assist in sliding the grill pan in and out of the oven
compartments. AT NO TIME MAY IT BE USED FOR LIFTING THE GRILL PAN, ESPECIALLY WHEN
THE PAN IS LADEN WITH FOOD.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.8 Automatic Programmed Cooking

The oven can be set to turn on and off automatically. Using automatic settings normally implies that food will
be left unattended in the oven. It is important to select food that:-

does not have to be supervised during cooking

will last safely for possibly long periods in the oven prior to cooking

will last safely in the oven after cooking is complete

When calculating cooking times, remember to take into account the retained heat after the oven turns off
(particularly if the oven will be unattended when it turns oft) and (if applicable) any pre-heating time.

NOTE: Automatic cooking is available in the oven only and is suitable only for Defrost, Fan Oven and Normal Oven
modes.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.8.1 Setting A Cooking Duration Time

This mode is used to start cooking immediately and cook for a selected length of time.

The cooking time can be set by pressing and holding the cooking time button. Once pressed the display
will change to 0:00 and the cooking time can then be set by pressing the or buttons. The "AUTO" and &9
symbols will be displayed to show a cooking time has been set. The selected cooking time will be set within 4
seconds after releasing all buttons and the time of day will be displayed. Select the mode of cooking and the
temperature you require. The oven will commence operation immediately and will cook for the selected cooking
time.

Pressing the cooking time or stop buttons during cooking will display the remaining cooking and finishing times
respectively. The relevant time will be displayed for 3 seconds after which the display will revert back to the
time of day. Once cooking time has elapsed the alarm will sound the "AUTO" indicator will flash and the 8h
indicator will no longer be displayed. Pressing any of the four left hand buttons will cancel the alarm. If not
cancelled the alarm will automatically cancel after 5 minutes.

Remember to switch all oven controls OFF if no further cooking is required.

NOTE: Whilst the cooking or stop times are displayed, pressing the - or buttons will change the settings. If the
times are altered such that the finish time is less than the present time plus the cooking time an alarm will sound
after 4 seconds from releasing the button last pressed. Check the set times and correct them or press the manual
button to reset the unit and re-enter the required automatic settings.
If the manual button is pressed to cancel any alarms, any automatic settings in memory will be cancelled and
the unit will be set for manual operation.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.8.2 Setting Oven To Stop Automatically

This mode is used to start cooking immediately and cook until a selected time of day.

The stop time can be set by pressing and holding the stop time 03 button. Once pressed the display will remain
at the current time of day and the stop time can then be set by pressing the - or .- buttons. The "AUTO" and
6 symbols will be displayed to show a stop time has been set. The selected stop time will be set within
4 seconds after releasing all buttons and the time of day will be displayed. Select the mode of cooking and
the temperature you require. The oven will commence operation immediately and will cook until the selected
stop time.

Pressing the cooking time or stop buttons during cooking will display the remaining cooking and finishing times
respectively. The relevant time will be displayed for 3 seconds after which the display will revert back to the
time of day. Once cooking time has elapsed the alarm will sound, the "AUTO" indicator will flash and the 85
indicator will no longer be displayed. Pressing any of the four left hand buttons will cancel the alarm. If not
cancelled the alarm will automatically cancel after 5 minutes.

Remember to switch all oven controls OFF if no further cooking is required.

NOTE: Whilst the cooking or stop times are displayed, pressing the - or .. buttons will change the settings. If the
times are altered such that the finish time is less than the present time plus the cooking time an alarm will sound
after 4 seconds from releasing the button last pressed. Check the set times and correct them or press the manual
button to reset the unit and re-enter the required automatic settings.
If the manual button is pressed to cancel any alarms, any automatic settings in memory will be cancelled and
the unit will be set for manual operation.
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COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

5.8.3 Setting Oven To Start and Stop Automatically

This mode is used to cook for a selected length of time and finish cooking at a selected time. The cooking
time and the stop time can be programmed in any order, however, in the following description the cooking time
is set first.

The cooking time can be set by pressing and holding the cooking time button. Once pressed the display
will change to 0:00 and the cooking time can then be set by pressing the or .~ buttons. The "AUTO" and
symbols will be displayed to show a cooking time has been set. The selected cooking time will be set within 4
seconds after releasing all buttons and the time of day will be displayed.

The stop time can be set by pressing and holding the stop time 0 button. Once pressed the display will show
the calculated stop time (i.e. the current time of day plus the set cooking time) and the stop time can then be
set by pressing the or -. buttons. The "AUTO" symbol will be displayed to show a stop time has been set.
The selected stop time will be set within 4 seconds after releasing all buttons and the time of day and the 'AUTO"
indicator will be displayed. Select the mode of cooking and the temperature you require. The electronic timer
will calculate the difference between the set finishing time and the selected cooking time to achieve the correct
time that the oven will commence operation. The oven will commence operation at the calculated time, the5
symbol will be displayed and the oven will cook until the selected stop time.

Pressing the cooking time or stop buttons during cooking will display the remaining cooking and finishing times
respectively. The relevant time will be displayed for 3 seconds after which the display will revert back to the
time of day. Once the cooking time has elapsed the alarm will sound, the "AUTO" indicator will flash and the
8 indicator will no longer be displayed. Pressing any of the four left hand buttons will cancel the alarm. If not
cancelled the alarm will automatically cancel after 5 minutes.

Remember to switch all oven controls OFF if no further cooking is required.

NOTE: Whilst the cooking or stop times are displayed, pressing the - or ... buttons will change the settings. If the
times are altered such that the finish time is less than the present time plus the cooking time an alarm will sound
after 4 seconds from releasing the button last pressed. Check the set times and correct them or press the manual
button to reset the unit and re-enter the required automatic settings.
If the manual button is pressed to cancel any alarms, any automatic settings in memory will be cancelled and
the unit will be set for manual operation.
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TEMPERATURE GUIDES

6. TEMPERATURE GUIDES

Roasting Hints & General Commnts:
St George recommends "Natural Roasting" to eliminate the need for extra fats and provide a more moist and
healthier way of cooking.
Method:- Using the St George grill pan and rack, place small portion of water (stock) in base of pan, scatter vegetables
in the pan and flavour with herbs. Place grill rack in pan (over vegetables) - using rack at highest level (to promote easier air
circulation). Place meat joint on rack and slide pan on the shelf side assemblies. Use cooking times and temperature
settings according to recipe being used or size of meat. Occasionally, extra water may be required throughout roasting.

* The temperature for roasting meats and poultry can range between 1 8000 and 1 90'C. Using these moderately slow
temperatures will prevent excessive shrinkage and moisture loss. The only exception is when roasting Pork, which is
placed in a hot oven @ 23000 for the first 20 minutes to obtain a crisp crackling, then the temperature is reduced to
1 900C for the remaining cooking time.

* Bake joints and vegetables in shallow baking dishes to allow the heat to circulate evenly and brown food all over.

• An oven may be packed with a complete meal of meat, vegetables and dessert. When preparing such a meal place
meat dish in lower part of oven - the first shelf from the bottom of the oven can be used. Put the vegetables and
dessert above. The oven temperature may need to be increased slightly when packing an oven completely. (NB: Some
desserts are not suitable to be cooked together with meats).

• Allow free circulation of heat within the oven. Place pans and containers so they do not touch each other or the sides
of the oven. Do not arrange pans and containers so they are directly above each other - stagger their positions.

* When operating the FAN OVEN - dishes may be placed on the very bottom of the oven to be used as a warming
tray. NEVER USE ALUMINIUM FOIL DISHES OR DISHES WITH REFLECTIVE QUALITIES when using the oven in
this way.

* Use stored heat whenever possible eg. after baked dinners have been cooked, sufficient decreasing heat should be
available to cook stewed soft fruits, meringues, biscuits or to dry breadcrumbs, mint or parsley.
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TEMPERATURE GUIDES

Temperature Conversion Chart

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 'C

10 170 190 2110 230

140I 325 375 4215

150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 TF

NORMAL OVEN FAN OVEN
CELSIUS CELSIUS GENERAL TERMS FOODS SUITABLE

SETTINGS SETTINGS

1200 1000 Very Slow Small meringues, pavlova,
1400 1200 baked custard

1400 1350 Slow Rich fruit cake (20cm)
1500 1400 Light fruit cake

1800 1650 Moderately Slow Casseroles
1700 Deep buttercakes

1800 1700 Moderate Shallow buttercakes, sponges
1900 1800 biscuits, meat loaf, baked fish

2200 2000 Moderately Hot Swiss roll, patty cakes
230' 2100' rock cakes, shortcrust pastry

2500 2300 Hot Scones, puff pastry
2600

These Cooking Charts are intended as a guide only.
Temperatures and cooking times may be varied to suit individual tastes.
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TEMPERATURE GUIDES

TEMPERATURE GUIDE
APPROXIMATE ROASTING TIMES FOR MEAT, POULTRY & FISH

TYPE OF CUSO ETTM/G NORMAL FNOE
METCTMEAT ETIMKGOVEN FNOE

BEEF Standing Rib, Rolled Sirloin 60 mins 190, 1800
Bolar Blade, Corner Topside

Fillet, Scotch fillet 40 mins 1900 1800

VEAL Shoulder or leg (with bone
____________or rolled) 40-50 mins 1 900 1 800

LAMB Leg, Shoulder, Loin or Rolled 40-50 mins 1900 1800

PORK Leg Loin 90 mins 2300/1 900 2300/1900

*Pork Legs - Cook @ highest temperature for first 20 minutes and reset
to lower temperature until cooked. ______

TYPE OF NORMAL
POULTRY/FISH TIME/500g OVEN FAN OVEN

CHICKEN Whole or Pieces 30 mins/500g 1900 1800

DUCK 1.4 - 1.6kg 35 mins/500g 1900 1800
1.7 - 1.9kg + 35 mins extra 1900 1800

TURKEY 2.5 - 4.0kg 30 mins/500g 1900 1800
4.0 - 6.0kg + 35 mins extra 1900 1800
6.0 - 8.0kg 1900 1800
8.0 - 10.0k<g __ _ _ _ _ _ 1900 1800

'Turkeys should be wrapped in bacon fat and turned during cooking.

FISH IWhole or Fillets I10 mins/500g 11800 1700

*In Normal Oven cover fish for 3/4 of the cooking time to assist in retaining moisture.
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HINTS & WARNINGS

7. HINTS & WARNINGS

WARNING: A licenced electrician must complete electrical work when installing or servicing the appliance. The
supply cable and fuse rating must be suitable for the appliance.

WARNING:- Use of Aluminium Foil in Ovens

The use of aluminium foil on the base of the oven to avoid spillage and improve cleaning can change the pattern
of cooking and heat transfer within the oven and is therefore not recommended.

WARNING:- Initial Heat-Up

Please note that during the initial heat-up cycle, some smoke and smell may be noticed. This will quickly
disappear. (See 2.0 Using the Oven for the First Time).

HINTS:- Condensation during Cooking

If water is used in your cooking (such as ater placed in bakin~g dish) the water will evaporate in the oven in the form of
steam causing condensation to escape and run down the front of your appliance. This does not cause any
problems to your appliance (electrical or othervise) however it is advisable to wipe away the condensation from the
oven with a warm damp cloth during the cooking cycle.

HINTS: Automatic cooking is suitable only for FAN OVEN.

HINTS: The time of day cannot be altered while the oven is set on an automatic programme and 'AUTO" is
showing.

HINTS: Foods may be dried in the oven at a low temperature or when 'stored heat" is present in the oven (eg.
after high temperature build up) Examples of foods to dry are breadcrumbs, herbs, meringues, or fruit (mjinimu of 6 hours).
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CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

8. CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

8.1 Self Clean Oven Liners

Self clean oven liners are an optional extra which can be fitted to any 93 litre St George electric or gas oven.
The liners are continuously self cleaning. Fat is catalysed and falls as burnt flakes to the floor of the oven. Do
not use cleaning agents on the liners.

To clean the oven:-

1 . Brush the burnt flakes from the oven floor.

2. Clean the non-liner surfaces of the oven (See 8.3 Routine)

If large areas of the catalytic liners are covered with fat, the self cleaning action may be affected. Clean with

clear hot water only.

8.2 Recommended Cleaners

Various manufacturers Stainless Steel cleansers may be used - St George recommend 3M Stainless Steel
Cleanser for that extra polish.
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CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

8.3 Routine
Cleaning the oven Exterior:-

Wipe the control panel, handles, glass, stainless steel and enamel surfaces regularly with a warm damp cloth.
Mild detergents (but n~ot abrasives) may be safely used on all these surfaces.

DO NOT USE ANY CAUSTIC CLEANSERS OR ABRASIVE POWDERS OR SCOURERS ON THE EXTERIOR OF
THE APPLIANCE.

If any sharp, scouring or caustic cleaning agent should get on enamelled or plastic surfaces (control panel) rinse
off immediately with water, otherwise dull spots may develop and/or the paint may lift.

Cleaning Stainless Steel: as with high quality materials, abrasive cleaning agents must be avoided, and only
mild detergent and/or mild cleansers may be used. After cleaning, the stainless steel should be thoroughly rinsed,
and wiped dry with a soft cloth. Do not use steel soap pads of any kind - the steel pads drop metal fibres
onto the Stainless Steel and with prolonged use, the fibres will turn rusty, causing the appliance to have a rusty!
dull appearance. Various manufacturers Stainless Steel cleansers may be used - St George recommend 3M
Stainless Steel Cleanser for that extra polish.

Cleaning the Oven Interior:-

DO NOT USE ALUMINIUM FOIL OR DISHES WITH REFLECTIVE QUALITIES in base of oven to collect spills.
Used in this way the foil reflects heat downwards causing serious damage to the base of the oven.

1 . Ensure all controls are in the OFF position before cleaning.
2. Do not use abrasive powders unless absolutely necessary.
3. Wipe out the oven and grill compartment with warm damp cloth, while the oven is still slightly warm. Do

not forget the top and back of the oven and the inside of the oven door.
4. Wipe up spills promptly - especially fruit juice, vinegars etc. because of their acidic qualities.
5. Oven shelves - soak in warm water with detergent and clean with soapy steel wool or oven cleaner.
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GLEANING & MAINTENANCE

DO NOT USE ANY CAUSTIC CLEANSERS
OR ABRASIVE POWDERS OR SCOURERS
ON THE EXTERIOR OF THE APPLIANCE

oven spray

abrasive powder

caustic spraysabsiepoe
steel wool
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CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

8.4 Heavy Build-Up
Occasionally the oven or grill compartment may need extra cleaning to remove baked on grease. Oven cleaners
can be used on the oven and grill compartment surfaces, shelves and the grill rack and dish. Avoid splattering
the elements and rubber door seals with oven cleaner - wipe up immediately if splattered. Avoid using abrasive
powders.
To make cleaning easier:-
• Remove oven door (see 8.5).
* Remove the shelf carriers by undoing the knurled thumb nuts.
* Remove the fan cover by undoing the butterfly nuts, then clean the cover separately.
To clean the oven and grill compartment:
• When using commercial oven cleaners follow the manufacturer's instructions. Avoid contact with elements,

rubber door seals and exterior surfaces. Avoid use of caustic cleansers.
• Clean the shelves and shelf carriers with soapy steel wool or place in dishwasher if desired.

8.5 Removing Oven Door

The oven door can easily be removed for better access while cleaning.
To remove oven door:-
1 .Open the door fully and pull the clips back towards you and onto the hooks.
2. Again raise the door slightly.
3. Holding the sides of the door near the top and making sure that the clips stay on the hooks, raise the door

gently. This action will disconnect the hinges.
4. Remove the door by continuing to raise it while pulling gradually towards you.
To replace the oven door:-
1 .Slide the hinges into the slots, making sure that on each side the top curved arm goes into the top slot

and the lower arm goes into the lower slot.
2. Make sure the hinges are pushed in as far as they will go, then open the door fully. The clips will be released

from the hooks.
3. Raise the door slightly and ensure the clips are released from the hooks and return to their resting position.
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GLEANING & MAINTENANCE

REMOVAL & REPLACEMENT OF OVEN/GRILL DOOR

Hook - - -

Clip --
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CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

8.6 Changing the Light Globe

The light globe located behind the glass cover on the left hand side wall of the oven.

To change the globe:-

1. Snap out the glass cover.
2. Unscrew the light globe and replace it.
3. Replace the glass cover.
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TROUBLE SHOOTERS & SERVICE CALL CHECK

9. TROUBLE SHOOTERS & SERVICE CALL CHECK

What may initially appear to be trouble is not always a problem.

SYMPTOM REMEDY

No power supplied to Appliance Has the Mains been disconnected from the wall

outlet? Check meter box, has the mains fuse blown.

Oven power is On but appliance Oven may be set on Automatic
does not operate. (See 5.8.3)

Oven power is On but there Oven may be set on Automatic.
is no heat Oven Temp in Off position.

Mode control on incorrect selection.

Rubber seal has gap and ends Correct - some doors-sealed this
do not meet. way for venting purposes.

Clock Timer - illumination flashing Turn power OFF at meter box. Wait 30 seconds
or only partly illuminated, and turn power ON. Reset clock.

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM WITH YOUR ST GEORGE APPLIANCE AND REQUIRE A SERVICE CHECK,

PLEASE CALL THE OFFICE IN YOUR STATE - contact details at rear of manual.

To ensure prompt and efficient service please have the following details ready before making your call:

Model Number of Appliance Date and Place of Purchase
Serial Number of Appliance Warranty Registration Number
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

10. INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

10.1 Warnings

WARNING: Installation must comply with SAA Wiring Rules and with local electrical and building regulations.

Notice to Electrician - Please ensure sufficient supply cable is provided to allow oven to be pulled clear of
the cavity should any service work be necessary. This will also allow easy connection of supply.

10.2 Measurement Chart (see diagrams)

NOTE: All dimensions and cut-outs are measured in Millimetres (mm). The following cut out sizes must be precise
as only a small degree of error can be allowed for out-of-square or over-sized cutouts.

10.3 Preparing the Cupboard Cavity

To prepare the cupboard cavity cut out hole per measurements in diagram or chart.

Bearers are required to be placed in the base of the cupboard cavity. The bearers should be 100mm maximum
width but of sufficient strength to support the oven. A "full floor" oven cabinet must not be used, as ventilation
under the oven is critical to performance.

Four screws are supplied to secure the oven in the cupboard cavity. The four screw holes are in the oven frame
(visible if you open the oven door).

There are five options for securing the oven in the cupboard cavity: See Building-in Options.
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

Model: WEOM-7 Dimensions

Shape of flue j AB

~~- ~ FLUE CENTRE

- B $ 907 ~~~~~~~~~~~~TRAPEZOID FLUE

TOJ
S3UIT' ~580 600 NB: The dimensions shown here are integrated

Flush-Mounted as recommended by St George.

For dimensions of other installation types see chart.

'w-597 Installation Dimensions
~~~~ All ~Method H W D

575 '-20 Flush 910 600 580

Trim Exposed 896 564 560

H = HEIGHT, W = WIDTH, D = DEPTH
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

ENSURE INSTALLATION COMPLIES WITH REQUIREMENTS OF
LOCAL ELECTRICAL AND BUILDING REGULATIONS.

4- . Flue Pipe Louvre or
Top of Oven Lj- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Grill

Top of Oven ~ Gap no more than 25mm -

F-1 -- Oven flue pipe

Flue pipe venting to Reirculatngt
Warning: external atmosphere - ice
No Combustible material
to be within 25mm of
Flue Pipes or Heat Shields

, Heat deflector Cowl must
shield beftedVn to Roof Spac ,, Vent to Roof Space

Vent to Venting to - ~or return - or return
25mm ~~roof space External to Kitchen Kto Kitchen

Atmosphere

-Heat Shield
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

Model: UEOM-7

55 "'20

Installation Dimensions____
NB: The dimensions shown here are integrated Method H W D

Flush-Mounted as recommended by St George.Fls64 60 8

For dimensions of other installation types see chart.
Trim Exposed 629 568 560

H = HEIGHT, W = WIDTH. D =DEPTH
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

BUILDING-IN OPTIONS APPLICABLE ALL OVENS Dsg foe ue rm9

U-19 max allows tower to match width __

of oven trim. Edges of
cupboard door above and
drawer below can then be
aligned with oven trim.

Remove 5.5mm spacers from
4 feet when installing

20

Option 1 Option 2 1.5nmn

90

z
w

575 L
Option 3 Option 4 4mm

Options 1 to 3 = Integrated Flush Mounted
Option 4 =Trim Exposed
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

BUILDING-IN OPTIONS SINGLE OVENS
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

10.4 Providing a Suitable Flue UEOM-7
A venting fan is fitted at the top rear of the oven and is operational when the oven is on. This fan recirculates;
air and blows it through vent holes under the glass fascia.
Air venting from the oven will also be passed forward into the room, as in most underbench situations rear venting
is not possible.
This oven is designed to flue from the front of the oven through the gap between the control panel and door
handle. However, we recommend that holes be provided in adjoining cupboard walls and/or the rear wall to
further assist air movement.

10.4 Providing a Suitable Flue WEOM-7
Heat and vapour air discharging from the rear of the stove must be allowed to dissipate to an area preferably
out of the kitchen. This can be, according to your local Electrical and Building requirements, to the roof space,
to an outdoor vent or through the roof to external atmosphere. Alternatively it can be recirculated back into the
room.
Straight flue pipes must have a minimum diameter of 50mm. If the flue has any bend or angle, the pipe diameter
must be increased to at least 75mm. Bends must always have the maximum possible angle of rise to provide
air movement.
Flues must commence within 25mm of the oven flue pipe.
Warning: All flue pipes and any heat shields must be at least 25mm from any combustible materials.

10.5 Securing Oven
Locate oven into recess and ensure surround rear edge is parallel to the front fascia of the enclosure, adjust
bearers if necessary.
Slide the oven fully into recess and insert four screws through holes and into cupboard surround to secure oven.

CAUTION: IN ORDER TO AVOID A HAZARD THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE INSTALLED ACCORDING TO THESE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION.
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ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

11. ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

11.1 Wiring Rules & Warnings

All aspects of the installation must conform with the requirements of the SAA Wiring Rules and any
conditions of the Local Supply Authority.

A licensed electrician must do the electrical work for installation of this appliance. The supply cable and
fuse rating must be suitable for the appliance.

Notice to Electrician - Please ensure sufficient supply cable is provided to allow oven to be pulled clear of
cavity should any service work be necessary. This will also allow easy connection of supply.

11.2 Electrical Loads

UEOM-7 WEOM-7
Oven 2400W Oven 2400W
Oven Grill 2700W Oven Grill 2700W
Oven Light & Fan 50W Oven Light & Fan 50W

Grill 3350W

Total Loading 2.75Kw Total Loading 6.1Kw

11.3 Voltage Supply Connection

To connect the electrical supply for the appliance:-

1. Ensure the supply cable and fuse rating are suitable for the appliance (see Electrical Loading).
2. Remove the cover plate by undoing the two screws.
3. Feed the fixed wiring through the conduit entry bracket (fitted with suitable entry bush).
4. Connect the wire to the "Terminal Block & Earth Terminal".
5. Replace the cover plate and tighten the two screws.
6. If two phase connection is required, remove the Link. (WEOM-7 only).
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ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGR4AMS & INSTRUCTIONS

WIRING DIAGRAM -MODEL UEOM-7

0~~~~~m -~~~~----- 7]------..---- ..

zY LIIIII; -------- -9------

C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ----- ------ ~ o

P/# 50054
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ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS & INSTRUCTIONS

WIRING DIAGRAM - MODEL WEOM-7
(REAR VIEW)

L_ _ - -

____ Li~~~~~~~~~~~~~P# 00
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WARNINGS

All Appliances:

1 . Proper Installation - be sure your appliance is properly installed and grounded by a qualified technician.

2. Never use your Appliance for Warming or Heating the room.

3. Do not Leave Children Alone - children should not be left alone or unattended in area where appliance
is in use. They should never be allowed to sit or stand on any part of the appliance.

4. Wear Proper Apparel - loose-fitting or hanging garments should never be worn while using appliance.

5. User Servicing - do not repair or replace any part or the appliance unless specifically recommended in
the manual. All other servicing should be referred to a qualified technician.

6. Storage in or on Appliance - flammable materials should not be stored in an oven or near surface units.

7. Do not Use Water on Grease Fires - smother fire or flame or use dry chemical or foam-type extinguisher.

8. Use only Dry Potholder - moist or damp potholders on hot surfaces may result in burns from steam.
Do not let potholder touch hot heating elements. Do not use a towel or other bulky cloth.

WARNING
OVEN OR GRILL COMPARTMENTS MUST

NEVER BE USED FOR STORAGE

WARNING
TO AVOID MAINS BORNE INTERFERENCE, THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE INSTALLED

INDIVIDUALLY ON A SEPARATE AND DISTINCT FINAL SUBCIRCUIT
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